
Farewell Boredom

Being bored doesn’t mean you have run 

out of things to do; it means that 

what you are doing or not doing no 

longer holds your attention. In today’s 

world, with technology readily available, 

a little fiddling here and there with a 

phone, Xbox, computer game, or social 

media can seem to be an easy solution 

to fill a boredom void. While technology 

has its time and place, screen time is 

not a solution to boredom. If every 

spare moment is spent fiddling or playing 

with an electronic gadget just to fill 

the time, you prevent yourself from 

exploring other options for discovery.

“I’m bored!” Do those words seem to hit you 

at the most inopportune times? Perhaps your 

scholastic and extracurricular activities are 

done for the day, and you have used up all 

your allotted screen time, so you feel bored 

and don’t know what to do next. 

If you find it hard to jumpstart your imagination when you are feeling bored, try creating 

a “Boredom Jar” for yourself. Brainstorm and research ideas of things you could do when 

you need to fill a void—these can be activities, crafts, new skill sets to explore, outings, books 

to read, etc.—write them down on slips of paper and put them in your Boredom Jar. The next time 

a bored moment hits, you can then pick out an idea to try. Sometimes the most effective way to get 

yourself out of the boredom trap is to do something—anything—to jumpstart your creativity.

I’m so bored! 
There’s nothing 

to do!
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You cannot expect others—your parents, friends, or teachers—to fill your 

time with activities or projects that will keep you stimulated or entertained. 

Part of growing up is learning to take  

responsibility for your actions, and  

that includes learning how to fill  

and use your time. 

Boredom can produce some amazing results because it creates an environment 

where imagination can be stimulated and thrive. In those empty moments you can 

learn to self-entertain, create, 

generate new ideas, and explore 

your inner world, all of which 

are important skills that can 

positively impact your life. 

Having “empty” blocks 

of time in your day can 

actually be useful in helping 

you learn more about 

yourself, exploring and 

discovering new interests, 

or just simply letting your 

mind and body relax and 

enjoy the moment.

Don’t let boredom 

get the better of 

you. Instead use it 

to build and develop 

your creativity and 

imagination. You never 

know where the 

journey of discovery 

will take you!

“Wrong will  
be right, when 
Aslan comes  

in sight, 
At the sound of  

his roar, sorrows 
will be no more, 

When he bares his 
teeth, winter  

meets its death, 
And when he shakes 
his mane, we shall 

have spring  
again.”1

I’m glad I  
took that babysitting 

course. I enjoy looking 
after little ones, and  

it’s a great way to make  
additional pocket  

money. 

1 C. S. Lewis, The 
Lion, the Witch and 
the Wardrobe
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